
 

 

 

 

       

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

SIPSAW – School Improvement Plan for Student Achievement and 

Wellness – LITERACY 
Goal:   
If we create engaging learning experiences through a focus on creating meaning and 
integrating curriculumand improve assessment and feedback practices through a focus on 
identifying and using learning goals and success criteria then student engagement and 
achievement will improve as measured by monitoring our focus students. 
Plan: 

• Create success criteria for Writing based on; What Matters, What Counts and What’s 
important  

• Focus our criteria around Ideas, Fluency, Organization, Word Choice and Conventions 

• Provide targeted mini lessons geared toward our success criteria with the purpose of 
moving along the writing continuum. 

• Explicit teaching and modelling of how to use/apply success criteria to students’ own 
writing, and how to set goals to improve their own writing 

• Provide targeted mini lessons geared toward our success criteria with the purpose of 
moving along the writing continuum. 

• Explicit teaching and modelling of how to use/apply success criteria to students’ own 
writing, and how to set goals to improve their own writing 

 

Reflection/ Year in Review:  Posted June 14, 2019 
 

• Ongoing work was done to build on our skills around using Success Criteria following 
the ideas of Sandra Herbst.  We focused on building success criteria with our students 
for the Big Ideas from the curriculum. 



 

 

• We created and introduced a Writing Continuum to all of our Grade 3 - 6 classes. 
Monitored the impact it had on the writing process.  We observed that students are 
very engaged in the pre-writing process during full class discussion.  They continue to 
be engaged when they can discuss with an elbow partner.   

• Next step will be for students to participate in pre-writing on their own. We will 
provide different options for pre-writing (inspiration, template or organizational 
page).  As we encourage all our junior teachers to use the writing continuum we will 
monitor the students use, as they begin to refine their writing and witness their own 
movements along the continuum. 

• Next step will be to continue to monitor use of the continuum and edit the criteria as 
needed.  

• Next step will be to add to the beginning of the continuum to embed kindergarten to 
grade 2 level skills.    

 
 

 

 


